
Year 5
The Victorians

History
TheVictorians

•Understandwhenthe Victorianperiodwasandhowit fits inwithworldhistory.
•Rememberchangesthatoccurredthroughoutthisera.
•Evaluatetheriseof theBritishEmpire.
•Analysechildren’sexperiences,contrastingrichandpoor.
•Understandhowthe EducationActschangedthe wayinwhicheducationwasdeliveredandbecameavailableto all.
•Understandpunishmentsgiventochildrenwhentheywereintroubleatschool.
•Understandwhatandhowchildrenweretaughtin schools.
•Evaluatethegenderdividethat wasprevalent duringthisperiod.
•Analysetheindustriesthat Victoriansworkedinandtheirworkingconditions.
•Understandinventionsthatweremadeduringthis periodandreflectonthosethatwestill usetoday.
•Applyknowledgeof mylifeandmyexperiencestothoseof aVictorianchild.

Science
Living things and their habitats

What are
examples of
life cycles?

•The life cycles of mammals, birds, amphibians 
and insects have similarities and differences.
•One difference is that amphibians and insects go 

through the process of metamorphosis. This is 
when the structure of their bodies changes
significantly as they grow (for example, from 
tadpole to frog or caterpillar to butterfly).



Maths
Multiplication,Division, Fractions

•Multiply numbers up to 4 digits by a one- or two-digit number using a formal written method, including long
multiplication for two-digit numbers.
•Divide numbers up to 4 digits by a one-digit number using the formal written method of short division and 
interpret remainders appropriately for the context.
•Compare and order fractions whose denominators are multiples of the same number.
•Identify, name and write equivalent fractions of a given fraction, represented visually including tenths and 
hundredths.
•Recognise mixed numbers and improper fractions and convert from one form to the other and write mathematical
statements >1 as a mixed number.
•Add and subtract fractions with the same denominator and denominators that are multiples of the same number.

Key Vocabulary
MultiplicationandDivision

Multiplication, multiply, multiple, factor, groups of, times, product, repeated addition, division, divide, remainder, 
grouping, sharing, array, row, column, inverse square, squared, cube, cubed.

Fractions
Half, quarter, whole, part, equal parts, one whole, parts of a whole, unit, proper fraction, mixed number, numerator, 

denominator, equivalent, simplify, proportion, ratio, percentage, percent.

English
Exploration Narrative: Write a Cliffhanger Narrative. 
Report: Write a formal event report.

SPaGGlossary
Adverb: A word that describes a verb, usually ending in –ly. For example, she ran quickly. 
Apostrophe: ( ‘ ) An apostrophe is a mark used to show that a letter has been left out.
Example: he is can be written he’s. Apostrophes are also used to show ownership. 
Examples: the cat’s bowl, the cats’ bowls.
Clause: A distinct part of a sentence including a verb. A main clause makes sense on its own. 
A subordinate clause adds detail to the main clause but does not make sense on its own.
Compound sentence: A sentence consisting of two main clauses joined by a connective. 
Complex sentence: A sentence consisting of a main clauses and one or more subordinate clause. 
Dialogue: Speech between two or more people.
Ellipsis: … Used to create suspense or to show omission.
Embedded clauses: Adding extra information into the middle of a sentence using commas e.g. The man, who is tall, ran 
down the road.
Metaphor: A direct comparison without the use of like or as e.g. the clouds were cotton wool in the sky. 
Personification: Giving human qualities to non-human objects e.g. the leaves danced in the wind.
Phrase: Two or more words that act as a unit and do not have a verb e.g. over the bridge.
Speech marks: Punctuation marks that go around the words that are actually spoken in a piece of writing “ “

PE
Dance/Handball

DesignandTechnology
FrameStructures

-Frame Structures are rigid support structures that use  
beams, columns and slabs to hold large forces of gravity 
and weight.
-Frame structures give shape, and are useful for support 
& weight bearing.
-Unlike shell structures, frame structures have joints, 
which are formed according to the design requirements  
and materials being used.
-Some examples of man-made objects that use frame  
structures are houses, skyscrapers, bridges, scaffolding, 
tables, and roller coasters!
-The system of beams and columns in a frame structure 
can be further strengthened through the use of other 
features, e.g. foundations, bracing.


